CEN 03/2018 (JE, DMS & CMA Posts)

1st Stage Computer Based Test

Viewing of final key and resolution of objections raised by the candidates.

Candidates who attended 1st stage CBT were allowed to view their question paper, responses and keys and raise the objections if any to questions/options/keys during 11.07.2019 to 14.07.2019.

The objections raised by the candidates were analysed and the keys for some questions were changed and questions with multiple answers were ignored as per the extant procedure followed by RRBs.

Candidates may view the modified keys for their QP wherever Key change is effected and also know the final decision on the objections raised by them if any, by logging on to a link provided in RRB websites from 25.07.2019 to 27.07.2019.

The decision of the RRB on the keys and questions is final and no further correspondence will be entertained.
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